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The parallel, finite-volume, unstructured-grid SUNTANS model has been employed to study the interac-
tion of the tides with complex bathymetry in the macrotidal Snohomish River estuary. The unstructured
grid resolves the large-scale, O(10 km) tidal dynamics of the estuary while employing 8 m grid-resolution
at a specific region of interest in the vicinity of a confluence of two channels and extensive intertidal
mudflats to understand detailed local intratidal flow processes. After calibrating tidal forcing parameters
to enforce a match between free surface and depth-averaged velocities at several locations throughout
the domain, we analyze the complex dynamics of the confluence and show that the exposure of the inter-
tidal mudflats during low tide induces a complex flow reversal. When coupled with the longitudinal
salinity gradient, this flow reversal results in a highly variable salinity field, which has profound implica-
tions for local mixing, stratification and the occurrence of fine-scale flow structures. This complex flow is
then used as a testbed from which to describe several challenges associated with high resolution model-
ing of macrotidal estuaries, including specification of high resolution bathymetry, specification of the bot-
tom stress, computation of the nonhydrostatic pressure, accurate advection of momentum, and the
influence of the freshwater inflow. The results indicate that with high resolution comes the added diffi-
culty of requiring more accurate specification of boundary conditions. In particular, the bottom bathym-
etry plays the most important role in achieving accurate predictions when high resolution is employed.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

While current estuarine models mainly focus on tidal-scale cir-
culation and ocean-estuary exchange processes, flow features on
intratidal time scales (within one tidal cycle) associated with local
irregular bathymetry are critical to understanding basic hydrody-
namics and assessing impacts of engineering activities. This is par-
ticularly important in tidal river estuaries with nearby cities whose
growing populations often result in substantial alterations to the
estuary which can significantly affect the local bathymetry at
scales not resolved by larger-scale estuarine models. One such
example is the Snohomish River estuary, which is the focus of
the present paper. The estuary is the lower mainstem of the Snoho-
mish River, defined by the city of Everett, WA, on the east bank and
Jetty Island on the west bank (see Fig. 1). The river discharges into
Possession Sound, which is one of the major basins of Puget Sound,
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and it is the third largest freshwater source in Puget Sound with an
annual mean flow of roughly 300 m3 s�1.

The Snohomish River estuary has a typical river morphology
with a curved channel that is roughly 300–400 m wide. The mean
depth of the river is less than 5 m while the tidal range is over 4 m
during spring tide, resulting in extensive intertidal mudflats and
currents that exceed 1.5 m s�1. Because the ratio of the tidal range
to the water depth approaches unity, the tide is distorted signifi-
cantly due to nonlinear processes as it propagates into the estuary.
Therefore, the key nonlinear processes, including the advection of
momentum, the enhanced celerity of gravity waves due to advec-
tion, and frictional effects, play a vital role in determining the tidal
currents and scalar and sediment transport (Aubrey and Speer,
1985; Warner et al., 2004). Thus, a fully nonlinear hydrodynamic
solver is desired for modeling such a system.

To the north of Jetty Island, there exists a bypass region that
connects the Snohomish River to the mouth of Steamboat Slough
(a tributary) in Possession Sound (Figs. 1 and 2). The bathymetry
at this bifurcation is very complex and can be described by two
main features. First, the majority of the bypass region consists of
intertidal mudflats, which are submerged during high tide and be-
come dry during low tide. As a result, flow through the bypass
ceases due to the exposure of the mudflats during low tide, which
leads to highly variable local flow and salinity fields. Second, a
rocky sill near the north tip of Jetty Island spans roughly one-third
of the Snohomish River channel, and the flow in its vicinity has
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Fig. 2. The bypass region to the north of Jetty Island, showing mooring locations
(filled triangles). Arrows define the positive direction of the along-channel velocity.
Predictions at transect A-A0 are always taken as viewed in the upstream direction.
Black regions are high land, while light grey regions are intertidal zones. Contours
are for 12 m, 8 m, 4 m, 0 m below MLLW.
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Fig. 1. (a) Possession Sound and (b) the Snohomish River Estuary. Legend: USGS
gage station 12150000 (filled triangle), USGS gage station 12150800 (open triangle),
a sample location in Possession Sound used in calibration (filled circle), and the
direction of tidal propagation (arrow). Dark zones are highland. Contour-lines on
the lower plot are for 10 m and 80 m below Mean Low Low Water (MLLW),
respectively. Note that the horizontal axes are northing and easting of UTM Zone
10 N shifted to a location near the north tip of Jetty Island. The origin is located at
(558442 m, 5318790 m) in UTM Zone 10 N, and all other figures are plotted relative
to this location.

Table 1
Length scales of the features in the Snohomish River estuary

Feature Approximate length scales

River channel 300 m wide, 5 m deep
Possession Sound 10 km long, 5 km wide, 100 m deep
Salt wedge advection 15 km
Tidal propagation 25–30 km

Values shown are approximate and the exact values vary with the spring-neap cycle
and fresh water inflow.
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induced considerable scourholes on its northern and southern
edges. The spatio-temporal features of the flow at the bypass re-
gion and around the abrupt sill have profound implications for
the scalar and sediment transport both in the near and far field.
In this paper we present the results of applying a highly-resolved,
unstructured-grid estuarine model that was developed to (1) accu-
rately represent the tidal dynamics and (2) resolve some of the lo-
cal dynamics in the bypass junction.

Unstructured grids are well-suited to the present study because
of the wide range of spatial scales involved in the system as shown
in Table 1. The strong tide propagates more than 30 km upstream
as indicated by the observations at USGS gage station 12150000
(location shown in Fig. 1), and the salt intrusion exceeds 12 km
as noted by Fram et al., 2003 with field measurements. The pri-
mary advantage of unstructured grids is that they can accurately
resolve irregular coastlines containing islands and irregular chan-
nel junctions while allowing refinement in regions where flow fea-
tures exhibit high spatial variability (Chen et al., 2003; Pain et al.,
2005; Fringer et al., 2006). This allows computational resources
to be focused only where they are necessary, thereby greatly
increasing computational efficiency.

There has been a tremendous effort in developing field-scale
numerical models to understand the estuarine hydrodynamics
with an emphasis on the estuary-scale tidal dynamics. To name a
few examples, Brooks et al., 1999 studied the tidal flushing and ex-
change processes in Cobscook Bay using the Princeton Ocean Mod-
el (POM) (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987); Gross et al., 1999
implemented the tidal, residual, and intertidal mudflat model
(TRIM3D) (Casulli and Cattani, 1994) to study the salinity dynam-
ics in San Francisco Bay over a spring-neap cycle; and Zheng et al.,
2003 used the estuarine and coastal circulation model (ECOM-si)
(Blumberg, 1993) to investigate the importance of intertidal mud-
flats on the estuarine circulation, and the water exchange process
over the salt marsh of the Satilla River estuary. The work presented
here builds on these previous studies and seeks to achieve higher
accuracy and resolve processes at smaller scales in time and space.
This paper consists of two main parts. In the first part, we describe
the setup and validation of the model. In the second part, we dis-
cuss challenges associated with high-resolution numerical simula-
tion when high accuracy is sought. In this latter part, the effects of
bathymetry, bottom friction, nonhydrostatic pressure, nonlinear



Table 2
Nomenclature of the terms in the governing equations

u, v, w Cartesian components of the velocity vector, m s�1

u velocity vector, m s�1

t time, s
g constant of gravitational acceleration, m s�2

q0 the reference density, kg m�3

q density deviation from q0, kg m�3

h free-surface height relative to some vertical datum, m
d depth of the bottom relative to some vertical datum, m
p pressure, pa
s0 reference salinity, psu
s salinity, psu
b saline expansion coefficient, psu�1

f , b Coriolis coefficients, f ¼ 2Xearth sin /lat and b ¼ 2Xearth cos /lat

Xearth the angular velocity of earth rotation, s�1

/lat the latitude
mH , mV horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities, m2 s�1

jH , jV horizontal and vertical eddy diffusivities for salinity, m2 s�1
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advection of momentum and fresh water inflow are examined via
numerical experiments using our model as a test case. While these
tests are performed in the Snohomish River estuary, the findings
apply to other shallow, mudflat estuaries with strong tides and
extensive intertidal mudflats.

2. Hydrodynamic solver

The Stanford Unstructured Nonhydrostatic Terrain-Following
Adaptive Navier-Stokes Simulater (SUNTANS) has been imple-
mented to solve the hydrodynamic and transport equations in
the present study. It was originally developed by Fringer et al.,
2006, and modified by Zhao, 2007 to add the Eulerian–Lagrangian
Method (ELM) (Staniforth and Côté, 1991) to solve for advection of
momentum in the presence of severe wetting and drying.

SUNTANS is a parallelized model based on a finite-volume
framework. It employs a Delaunay-triangulated unstructured grid
in the horizontal plane and a structured, z-level grid in the vertical.
The structure of the grid follows that described by Perot, 2000 with
cell centers defined at the Voronoi points of the triangles. With this
setup, orthogonality is satisfied for acute triangles, and more than
99% of the cells we use satisfy this condition. For non-orthogonal
cells (obtuse and right triangles), the centers are defined at triangle
centroids at the cost of accuracy while ensuring that centers re-
main within the cells. The advantage of z-levels is that they are
simpler to implement with wetting and drying and they do not ex-
hibit the well-known horizontal pressure gradient problem associ-
ated with sigma coordinates in the presence of strong bottom
slopes (Mellor et al., 1994). However, the disadvantage is a stair-
like bottom that leads to a deficiency in resolving the wall-parallel
flow in the near-bottom layer.

2.1. Governing equations

The governing equations are the three-dimensional, Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations under the Boussinesq
approximation,
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subject to incompressibility,

r � u ¼ 0; ð4Þ

where uðx; y; z; tÞ, vðx; y; z; tÞ and wðx; y; z; tÞ are the Cartesian compo-
nents of the velocity in the x, y and z directions, i.e., the easting, north-
ing and vertical axes, respectively, and u is the velocity in vector form.
The definitions of the other terms are listed in Table 2. The free surface
evolves according to the depth-averaged continuity equation
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zwhich is obtained by integrating Eq. (4) from the bottom at
z ¼ �dðx; yÞ to the surface at z ¼ hðx; y; tÞ and then applying the
kinematic boundary conditions at z ¼ h and z ¼ �d (see Fringer
et al., 2006).

The equation for salinity transport is given by
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and the density is obtained with a linear equation of state of the
form q ¼ q0½1þ bðs� s0Þ�. The terms in these equations are defined
in Table 2.

2.2. Numerical methods

In SUNTANS, the free surface and vertical diffusion are solved
semi-implicitly and thus the propagation of surface gravity waves
and vertical diffusion do not constrain the time step size (h-meth-
od, where h ¼ 0:6 is used) (Casulli, 1990; Fringer et al., 2006). How-
ever, in the shallow estuaries, when drying occurs in the intertidal
regions, the depth of the water column on the grid becomes small,
leading to a highly restrictive Courant condition when explicit
Eulerian schemes are used to compute advection of momentum.
Zhao, 2007 modified SUNTANS by employing the ELM scheme to
compute momentum advection and adapted the code for such dry-
ing conditions. The overall accuracy of the method is first-order in
time and space and details of the implementation are explained in
Zhao, 2007. The ELM scheme is explicit but does not impose a time
step limitation if the traceback interpolation schemes are bounded
(Casulli, 1990). Due to the low-order interpolation, the ELM
scheme forms the leading error in SUNTANS, and the numerical
viscosities of ELM can be estimated from those associated with
bilinear interpolation on a structured grid, which are mH;num �
Dx2

i
2Dt CHð1� CHÞ in the horizontal and mV ;num � Dz2

2Dt CV ð1� CV Þ in the
vertical (when CH and CV are less than unity) (Casulli, 1990), where
CH and CV are horizontal and vertical Courant number for advec-
tion, respectively. In our simulations, for well-resolved areas
(10 m resolution), mH;num is estimated to be roughly 1–5 m2 s�1,
and mV ;num is of order 10�3 m2 s�1 based on mean velocities. Note
that using smaller time steps and coarser resolution increases
these numerical viscosities. We found that the ELM scheme is
slightly more accurate than first-order upwinding when used to
compute advection of momentum in lock-exchange problems
(not shown).

Assuming the traceback interpolation schemes are bounded and
thus do not lead to instabilities, the time step size in SUNTANS is
restricted by the explicit horizontal viscosity, horizontal diffusion
of scalars, and horizontal advection of scalars (since vertical scalar
advection is implicit). The time step is then limited according to

Dt 6 min
Dxi

jUij
;

Dx2
i

2 maxðmH;jHÞ

� �
; ð7Þ

where Dxi is the Voronoi distance between adjacent cells and Ui is
the normal velocity on face i.

In estuaries, the propagation of internal waves can be limiting
under highly-stratified conditions when the quantity �=ðmN2Þ is
smaller than 20 (Itsweire et al., 1993). Here � is the dissipation rate,
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m is the molecular kinematic viscosity, and N is the buoyancy fre-
quency defined as N2 ¼ �ðg=qÞðoq

ozÞ. In our model, the maximum
internal wave speed is roughly Ci ¼ 0:1 m s�1 during strong strati-
fication assuming a two-layer density profile. Requiring a Courant
number less than unity then implies

Dt 6 min
Dxi

Ci

� �
: ð8Þ

Finally, in the presence of wetting and drying, a further con-
straint is imposed to guarantee that the flux out of one cell during
one time step does not exceed the volume of the fluid in that cell.
On an unstructured grid, this requires

Dt 6 min
AiP

jLijjUijj

 !
; ð9Þ

where Ai is the planform area of a cell i and Lij is the length of the jth
edge and Uij is velocity on the jth edge. The ratio of A=

P
jLj is 0.144L

for equilateral triangles, where L is the edge length, and is smaller
(more constraining) for skewed triangles of equal planform area.
Although this may appear to be extremely limiting, it assumes the
pathological case in which the flux on all cell faces is out of the cell.
In practice this condition is rare and it typically suffices to assume
the less restrictive case

Dt 6 min
3AiP

jLijjUijj

 !
; ð10Þ

which is equivalent to assuming a restriction of the form
Dt < minðDxi=jUijÞ as in Eq. (7).

2.3. Bottom shear stress

At the bottom boundary, the stress sb is computed following the
quadratic drag law

sb ¼ �q0Cdjuju: ð11Þ

Assuming a velocity profile that satisfies the log law of the form

juj
u�
¼ 1

j
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z
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where u is the velocity vector. The drag coefficient Cd is computed
from the bottom roughness parameter z0 in the same way as that in
Blumberg and Mellor, 1987 with

Cd ¼
1
j

ln
zb

z0

� �� ��2

; ð13Þ

where zb is the distance of the bottom-most horizontal velocity vec-
tor from the bottom, i.e., half of the bottom cell thickness in SUN-
TANS. The friction velocity is defined by u� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jsbj=q

p
, and j is

the Von Karman constant. Following this formulation for Cd, the
computed bottom shear stress is independent of the bottom resolu-
tion for a logarithmic velocity profile, which is a necessary condi-
tion because the bottom layer thickness varies significantly in the
presence of wetting and drying.

We use a roughness parameter of z0 ¼ 2:5� 10�4 m inferred
from measured velocity profiles at multiple locations in the estuary
(Giddings et al., 2008). A larger value (z0 ¼ 10�3 m) is used for the
intertidal regions on the fluvial fan offshore from the mouth of
Steamboat Slough since it is known to be intensely vegetated with
seagrass, which can significantly increase the effective bottom drag
(Nepf, 1999). The choice of z0 is critical for accurate simulation of
shallow estuarine flows because friction plays the dominant role
in determining energy dissipation and the spatial distribution of ti-
dal amplitude and phase. Zhao, 2007 demonstrated with a numer-
ical model of Elkhorn Slough that doubling the magnitude of z0

results in noticeable differences in the free surface and tidal cur-
rents, while measurements by Cheng et al., 1993 suggested that
the specification of z0 is not straightforward because it can vary
over a tidal cycle by two orders of magnitude. The results of Gross
et al., 1999 and Zhao, 2007 both suggest that using a spatially vary-
ing z0 with higher values in shallower regions can significantly im-
prove model results.

2.4. Turbulence closure model

With 30–50 grid cells across the lower part of the main channel
and at least 10 cells in the upstream part of the main channel, the
most important tidal dispersion processes in the estuary are re-
solved and the subgrid scale mixing to parameterize is mainly the
turbulent diffusion. In our simulations, unresolved horizontal turbu-
lent mixing is represented with a constant eddy-viscosity (mH in Eqs.
(1)–(3)) and eddy-diffusivity (jH in Eq. 6). The empirical relationship
between the transverse mixing coefficient and the current and water
depth in estuaries given by Fischer, 1976 is �t ¼ bdu� in the case of
shear dispersion, where b is a constant varying from 0.66 to 1.70
for different systems. We estimated �t is on the order of 0.1 to
1.0 m2 s�1 in our system. Signell and Butman, 1992 also suggested
horizontal turbulent mixing coefficients be 0.1–1.0 m2 s�1 for
Boston Harbor. Using these estimates as a reference, small explicit
horizontal viscosity and diffusivity (0.01 m2 s�1) are assumed
because the numerical viscosity associated with ELM (see Section
2.2) and the first-order upwinding (used for solving advection of
scalar transport which is more diffusive than the ELM method
(Casulli, 1990)) can provide sufficient mixing.

The vertical viscosity and diffusivity are computed with the
Mellor–Yamada level 2.5 (MY2.5) closure scheme (Mellor and
Yamada, 1982), with stability functions modified by Galperin
et al., 1988. MY2.5 is a two-equation model that computes the evo-
lution of the turbulent kinetic energy (q2=2) and its product with a
turbulence macroscale (q2l). The present implementation follows
the formulation in Gross et al., 1999, while we include horizontal
advection of q2 and q2l. Although MY2.5 has been found to un-
der-predict the eddy viscosity in strongly stratified conditions
and over-predict the eddy viscosity in weakly stratified conditions
(Stacey et al., 1999), it still gives reasonable salinity and stratifica-
tion profiles in the present implementation and a variety of others
(Gross et al., 1999; Zheng et al., 2003).

2.5. Wet–dry treatment

The intertidal mudflats play a critical role in the present simu-
lations. In general, there are two approaches to simulate wetting
and drying, namely (1) the moving-grid method and (2) point-wise
treatment on a fixed grid (Ip et al., 1998). The moving-grid ap-
proach is more accurate because the grid deforms in order to allow
the mesh boundaries to track the free-surface on a boundary-fitted
grid (Lynch and Gray, 1980). Although this method is conceptually
attractive, it leads to a highly-skewed mesh because the indunda-
tion line can be very irregular, and mesh generation is difficult
when isolated wet areas form during drying. Furthermore, the
computation cost of mesh generation is not trivial in this work
due to the complex geometry and resolution requirements, and
thus meshing repeatedly can lead to significant overhead.

In this paper we employ a point-wise wet–dry treatment which
is a natural choice when z-levels are used. Similar to the work of Ip
et al., 1998, we define a buffering layer with thickness h buffer in
which the drag coefficient is increased to decelerate the flow when
the depth becomes very shallow, thereby alleviating condition
(10). In the present formulation we use h buffer ¼ 0:05 m, which is
similar to Zheng et al., 2003 (and Ip et al., 1998 used 0.25 m). Zheng
et al., 2003 also showed that the result is not sensitive to the choice
of hbuffer. For cells with water deeper than hbuffer, fluxes are
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computed with the default drag coefficient from Eq. (13) and
the buffering layer has no effect. We further define a minimum
depth hdry to ensure positive depth for numerical stability. Cells
with depths less than hdry are considered dry and are tagged as
inactive until subsequent filling. The choice of h dry is arbitrary
and we use 0.002 m which is one order of magnitude greater than
the roughness coefficient z0 ¼ 2:5� 10�4 m. Fig. 3 illustrates the
setup of our wet–dry treatment. This method balances efficiency
with accuracy while conserving mass and volume, and it is
straightforward to implement within the finite-volume framework
of SUNTANS.

3. Setup of the numerical simulation

3.1. Computation domain

With strong tidal forcing and relatively flat bottom topography,
tidal signals are strong with roughly 3 m range clearly shown in at
USGS gage station 12150000, located 25 km upstream of the river
mouth (location shown in Fig. 1(a)). The excursion distance of the
salinity front is also significant, and reaches 12 km upstream of the
river mouth during high high water (HHW) and 3 km offshore of
the river mouth during LLW (Fram et al., 2003). How far the salin-
ity front extends offshore on the fluvial fan is not well known. In
order to prevent the salinity front from impinging on the bound-
aries of the domain, and to avoid complex bathymetry at the
boundaries, the computational domain is chosen to include the
Snohomish River, Steamboat Slough, Possession Sound and Port
Susan (Fig. 1(a)). The computational river channel extends approx-
imately 30 km upstream of the river mouth and ends at USGS gage
station 12150800 (location shown in Fig. 1(a)), where tidal oscilla-
tions no longer appear in the gage data. The fast decay of the tidal
signal from station 12150000 to 12150800 is likely due to the sig-
nificant increase in the elevation of the river bed.

The complex and inter-connected network of tributaries to the
north and east of the bypass region (see Fig. 1) is simplified by
merging all of the channels into one single tributary, and this is re-
ferred to as Steamboat Slough. This simplification was motivated
by a lack of bathymetric data for these regions but is also justified
because the details of this region are not crucial for accurately
resolving the dynamics of the area of interest. However, accurate
representation of tidal-scale and river flow dynamics in Steamboat
Slough is necessary to correctly reproduce the tidal dynamics and
freshwater flow rates within the Snohomish river, since total fresh-
water inflow is specified at the upstream open boundary based on
the discharge data at gage station 12150800.

Two tidally-forced open boundaries are located at the north and
south entrances of Possession Sound, where it connects to Skagit
Bay to the north and the main basin of Puget Sound to the south.
The sea channels here are relative straight, and the co-phase lines
of the tidal waves roughly coincide with the cross-sections (Lavelle
et al., 1988), suggesting simplified quasi-one-dimensional along-
channel tidal dynamics.
Fig. 3. Schematic of the wet–dry treatment. When the free surface is in zone I,
normal bottom drag is used (Eq. 13). In zone II, increased bottom drag is used, and
in zone III, the cell is inactive.
Tides in North Puget Sound are formed by long waves propagat-
ing into the system from the North Pacific Ocean and through the
main basin of Puget Sound from the south (Fig. 1). The majority of
North Puget Sound is 100–200 m deep and standing waves are
dominant (Mofjeld and Larsen, 1984; Lavelle et al., 1988), with
velocity and free surface 90 degrees out of phase. This is evidenced
by historical data from Lavelle et al., 1988 which show that the dif-
ference in amplitude of the major tidal constituents (M2 and K1)
between the two boundaries is less than 0.05 m, and the difference
in phase between them is less than 2 degrees. We neglect these
minor differences and assume that the domain essentially co-oscil-
lates as a pure standing wave, with the same free surface height,
htide, across the domain. We used the data at Seattle tide station
(National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration) which is cur-
rently the closest station and accurately represents the tide in Pos-
session Sound. The volumetric tidal fluxes, Q tide, at the boundaries
are estimated with

Q tide ¼ As
dhtide

dt
; ð14Þ

where As is the surface area enclosed by the boundary. This surface
area decreases as more mudflats are exposed during low tide, but
we assume it to be constant for simplicity given that the change
in surface area is less than 10% even at extreme low tide (LLW of
spring tide). The value of As has been calibrated with the free sur-
face in the sound, i.e., htide is reproduced, and As is the only param-
eter we tuned to calibrate the offshore tidal forcing in the sound.

The direction of the fluxes were determined based on the direc-
tion of tidal propagation. During the flood tide, as the tide propagates
from south to north in North Puget Sound (see Fig. 1(a)), the flux at
the south tidal boundary adds water to the domain while the flux
at the north boundary extracts, and the difference between the
two fills the domain appropriately. River fluxes are superposed on
the tidal fluxes instantaneously to ensure overall volume conserva-
tion. According to the residual circulation pattern in Puget Sound de-
scribed by Cannon, 1983, river fluxes are assumed to drain out to the
south. At all three open boundaries, the cross-sectionally averaged
velocities are imposed, which are computed by dividing the fluxes
by the cross-sectional areas at the boundaries.

3.2. Bathymetry

The model uses a combination of bathymetric data from differ-
ent sources, which include (1) 30-m resolution bathymetry and
topography data by Finlayson, 2005 which covers the entire do-
main but is not reliable in the shallow regions and river channels;
(2) 10-m bathymetry data from a field survey by Giddings et al.,
2008, which provides reliable coverage in the lower part of the
main channel from the river mouth to approximately 10 km up-
stream at the bend; (3) 10-m bathymetry data surveyed by Chick-
adel et al., 2008, which covers the intertidal mudflats around the
bypass region. This data is supplemented with some of the very
shallow depth inferred based on the waterlines from airborne
hyperspectral imagery from Edwards and Jessup, 2008; (4) based
on the work of Fram et al., 2003, a constant north–south bottom
slope of 10�4 is assumed for the remaining part of the river chan-
nels not covered by the preceding data sets, and the cross-sections
here are treated as rectangular. The overall coverage and resolution
of the bathymetry is sufficient for the study in this paper, although
we present results which highlight the importance of obtaining de-
tailed bathymetry when employing high-resolution simulations.

3.3. Unstructured grid

We used GAMBIT (Fluent, Inc., Lebanon, NH) to generate the
unstructured grid for the present simulations. The finest grid
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resolution is 8 m at the bypass junction and this resolution
smoothly transitions to 300 m in the Sound, as depicted in Fig. 4.
The total number of the horizontal cells is approximately 70,000
with more than 80% located within the estuary and river channels.
The vertical resolution is refined in the upper 20 m to resolve the
estuarine flow in the vicinity of the bypass region and the layers
are stretched beneath that depth. The vertical layer thicknesses
are given in Table 3. In total, there are approximately two million
three-dimensional grid cells. The depth of the cells are interpolated
to the cell centers of the unstructured mesh using the three nearest
data points from the bathymetric data described in Section 3.2. The
grid employs sufficient resolution to resolve the main bathymetric
features of the channel and the mudflats, the main body of the sill
and the scourholes at the north tip of Jetty Island.

3.4. Parameterizations and initial conditions

The simulations begin at high high water (HHW) on July 12th,
2006 (year day 192) during spring tide, and end on July 23rd,
2006 (year day 205) which is the following spring tide. Neap tide
occurs between year day 196 and 198. A time step of 1 s was used
to satisfy the constraints described in Section 2.2, with the drying
condition (10) as the most limiting constraint. Using 32 Intel Xeon
EM64T (3.6 GHz) processors at the Army Research Laboratory’s
Major Shared Resource Center (ARL MSRC), nonhydrostatic simula-
tions run as fast as real time, while hydrostatic simulations run
roughly 1.8 times as fast as real time.
open boundary

open boundary

(3 km)2

(300 m)2

Fig. 4. The unstructured grid of the computational domain. For clarity, only cell
centers (Voronoi points) are shown in the left and upper-right panels, while cell
edges are shown in the lower-right panel.

Table 3
Vertical resolution of the simulation

Depth (m above MLLW) Stretch ratio Thickness (m)

(�1, 4) 1.00 (0.25, 0.25)
(�13, �1) 1.03 (0.25, 0.6)
(�200, �13) 1.19 (0.6, 30)

Top layer of the grid is at 4 m above MLLW. The maximum number of layers is 72.
As discussed in Section 2.4, small values of the horizontal eddy-
viscosity and eddy-diffusivity (mH ¼ jH ¼ 0:01 m2 s�1) were used
in the simulations to compromise for the numerical diffusion in-
duced by the ELM scheme in solving the momentum equations
and the first-order upwinding scheme in solving the scalar trans-
port equations. Values for the vertical eddy-viscosity and diffusiv-
ity were obtained with the Mellor–Yamada 2.5 turbulence closure
scheme. Typical values of the eddy-viscosity in the absence of
stratification were on the order of 10�3 m2 s�1 in the middle of
the water column. Temperature and wind effects are not consid-
ered in the present simulations because their effects on the
large-scale tidal flow are secondary. Specifically, the along-estuary
temperature difference is roughly 3 degrees and its effect on den-
sity is one order of magnitude smaller than that due to salinity.

The simulation was initialized with a flat free surface and quies-
cent flow field. The initial salinity field consisted of a uniform hor-
izontal gradient of C ¼ 15 psu km�1 at approximately 10 km
upstream of the river mouth such that

S0 ¼
30; L < 10ðkmÞ
CðL� 10Þ; 10 6 L < 12ðkmÞ
0; L P 12ðkmÞ

8><
>: ð15Þ

where L is the along-river distance from the river mouth in kilome-
ters. The location of this initial gradient is based on the measure-
ments of Fram et al., 2003. The background stratification in
Possession Sound is relatively weak with only 3–5 psu difference
over 100 m depth (Gustafson et al., 2000). We neglected this minor
stratification and assumed a uniform salinity of 30 psu in the sound.
Using this initial salinity field, the velocity and salinity fields reach
equilibrium in a tidally-averaged sense roughly after one and two
tidal cycles, respectively. In the next section, we validate the model
by comparing the results from this simulation in hydrostatic mode
with field measurements.
4. Model validation

4.1. Free surface

The free-surface predictions were validated with observations
(a) in Possession Sound, (b) at gage station 12150000 and (c) at
mooring M3b. In Fig. 5(a), the free-surface prediction at a sample
location in the sound is compared to the observations in the sound
(observations at Seattle tide station were used for the reason ex-
plained in Section 3.1). The model successfully captures the co-
oscillating behavior of the free surface in the sound which bears
a negligible variability in both phase and amplitude throughout
the deep offshore regions. Therefore, the choice of the location to
validate the predictions in the sound is insignificant, and the sam-
ple location we used is indicated by the dark circle in Fig. 1(a). The
comparison shows that both the amplitude and phase are accu-
rately predicted, indicating correct specification of the tidal bound-
ary conditions mainly in terms of (1) the assumption of a standing
wave and (2) the value of the surface area, As (see Section 3.1). In
this system, the diurnal (K1) and semi-diurnal (M2) constituents
of the tide are comparably strong and as a result strong and weak
tides occur within one tidal cycle (see the annotation in Fig. 5(a))
except during the neap tide. Maximum errors of roughly 0.2 m oc-
cur during strong ebbs of spring tide. This slight discrepancy is due
to the assumption of constant As in computing the boundary fluxes,
which in reality decreases by roughly 10% due to the exposure of
intertidal zones during these low water events especially during
the spring tide.

Fig. 5(b) shows the predicted water level at gage station
12150000 (location shown in Fig. 1) in comparison with observa-
tions. The prediction has captured the damping and assymmetries
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of strong ebb tides reasonably well. The errors of phase (roughly
lagged by 1 h) and amplitude (roughly over-predicted by 0.5 m)
during strong tides are more noticeable than the previous compar-
ison and there is slight distortion of the free-surface variation at
high water (HW) after strong floods. These errors are mainly due
to the assumption of prismatic geometry (a constant bottom slope
and rectangular cross-sections) for a large portion of the upstream
river channels and perhaps the simplification of the tributaries,
both of which were assumed because of a lack of bathymetric data.
These errors can be most severe at the upstream part of the river in
a cumulative sense and are considered to have secondary influence
on the predictions of the lower estuary. Therefore, despite the er-
rors, we think the propagation of the tides through the river chan-
nels is predicted sufficiently well.

Fig. 5(c) shows a comparison of free-surface predictions to mea-
surements at mooring M3b, which is located in the channel near
the bypass junction (location shown in Fig. 2). For details of the
mooring measurements referred to in this paper, see Giddings
et al., 2008. The measurements show that the free surface at
M3b is very similar to the offshore tide with a reduction of roughly
0.05 m and a 5 min phase lag for LLW. The comparison shows that
there is a slight under-prediction of the amplitude of LLW by
roughly 0.3 m (spring tide) and the phase of strong ebbs is lagged
by roughly 30 min (spring tide). These errors are likely caused by
the numerical dissipation associated with the ELM scheme. It is
known that when first-order spatial linear interpolation is used,
as in our model, the ELM scheme can induce significant dissipation
(McCalpin, 1988; Staniforth and Côté, 1991; Walters et al., 2007),
which leads to over-predicted damping of the tidal energy and cre-
ates tidal asymmetries. This numerical dissipation can be most sig-
nificant at LLW because strong lateral and vertical shear are
induced during this time, which is a result of shallow water depth
in the main channels, dry shoals, and ebb currents as strong as
1 m s�1. However, higher-order interpolation methods, e.g., qua-
dratic or high-order kriging methods, are expensive to implement
on unstructured grids (Hanert et al., 2005; Wang, 2005), particu-
larly when wetting and drying is employed. Therefore, despite its
numerical dissipation, linear interpolation was used in this model.

4.2. Depth-averaged velocities

Comparisons of the predicted and observed depth-averaged
along- and cross-channel velocities at moorings M3b (located in
the channel) and M4 (in the bypass channel) are illustrated in Figs.
6 and 7, respectively. The location of the moorings are shown in
Fig. 2, and both the measured and predicted depth-averaged veloc-
ities have been low-pass filtered in time by taking 10-min averages
to remove the noise in the field measurements. The along-channel
direction is chosen as the principal axis of the tidal ellipsis from the
observations (Giddings et al., 2008), and positive velocity is defined
as the direction of the flood tide (see Fig. 2). In what follows, it is
assumed that the velocity always refers to depth-averages.

At mooring M3b (Fig. 6), both phase and magnitude of velocity
are predicted well. The direction of the flow is consistent with the
observations, and the most severe errors in the cross-channel
velocity, which occur around the time of LLW, are less than
0.1 m s�1. This deviation of the mean flow direction is likely caused
by the errors in the predicted flow through the bypass when the
bypass becomes very shallow and the mudflats become dry (details
of the flow through the bypass will be discussed later in this
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paper). By comparing the velocity and free-surface signals, it is evi-
dent that the phase lag between velocity and free surface varies
with the tidal stages due to varying degrees of nonlinearity during
high tide and low tide: the peak flood currents behave like those in
a standing wave, since they occur at an intermediate water level
when the free surface is rising fastest, while the peak ebb currents
occur at LLW, resembling a progressive wave. The good agreement
between model results and observations implies that the model
accurately represents the governing nonlinear effects of friction
and wave speed.

The comparison shows that some discrepancy exists in the
magnitude of peak ebb and flood flows, which may result from var-
ious sources. First, the predictions at the mooring location were ob-
tained through an inverse distance-weighted interpolation using
the three nearest grid cells. The error of this interpolation, the mag-
nitude of which is a function of the velocity gradients, can be most
significant when the currents are strong. Second, the velocities
within 0.8 m of the bed are not used in the computation of the
depth-average which roughly follows how the measurements were
computed (since the ADCPs do not measure this bottom region, as
shown in Fig. 8). Thus, the accuracy of the computed depth-aver-
aged velocity is largely dependent upon how well the bottom shear
layer is predicted, which is difficult because accurate bottom
boundary layer prediction requires fine resolution near the bed. Fi-
nally, numerical errors, such as the dissipation of ELM (see Section
4.1), may contribute to the under-prediction of the ebb tide by
extracting tidal energy from the flow. It is worth mentioning that
both the measurements and predictions of the velocity show
high-frequency oscillations with a period of roughly 30 min during
strong ebbs (shown more clearly in Fig. 14(b) around day 195.5).
Although we cannot fully explain their origin, we speculate that
they are locally-generated resident oscillations in the channel.

The discrepancies in the predicted depth-averaged along-chan-
nel velocity at mooring M4 (Fig. 7(a)) are more significant than
those at mooring M3b, although the cross-channel velocity shows
minimum errors (Fig. 7(b)). The flow at this mooring is highly var-
iable due to the channel bifurcation and a cease and reversal of the
bypass flow caused by the exposure of the intertidal mudflats dur-
ing strong ebbs. During strong ebbs, when the water level drops
below roughly 1 m above MLLW, the mudflats surrounding the
north end of the bypass region become dry (or too shallow for a
considerable amount of flow to pass through) until the free surface
rises above that threshold during the flood. During the period of
exposure, the flow in the bypass is in the opposite sense relative
to its normal ebbing and flooding direction, which is illustrated
in Fig. 11 and will be discussed in more detail in Section 5. This



Fig. 8. Time series of the along-channel velocity V(m s�1) at mooring M3b: (a) measurements, (b) model prediction. The range of depth that has been measured (shown in (a))
is between the bold black lines in (b).
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complex dynamics in the bypass channel results in a velocity at M4
that varies with a higher frequency than that at M3b. While the
present high-frequency behavior is well-predicted by the model
from a phasing point of view, the model tends to under-predict
the peak ebb velocities and over-predict the flood velocities
(Fig. 7). This is exemplified by the spurious peak of positive flow
in the prediction during the latter stages of strong floods as indi-
cated by the arrows in Fig. 7(a). Accurately predicting the flow
through the bypass channel is much more difficult than the flow
in the channel, and four of the major difficulties are highlighted
as follows:

(1) The bypass flow is to a large extent controlled by the wetting
and drying process on the mudflats. The computation of
wetting and drying is subject to larger numerical errors
due to the approximations made to ensure numerical
stability.

(2) The bypass flow becomes shallower than 1 m during the
strong ebb, and the drag coefficients are difficult to parame-
terize for such shallow flows (Gross, 1997). We suspect that
a variable z0 that depends on the water depth may be neces-
sary to improve the flow prediction as found by Gross, 1997
and Zhao, 2007.

(3) Because the bypass region is small relative to the tidal wave
length, a slight difference in the free-surface height across
the bypass can drive a relatively strong flow. Thus, the pre-
diction is sensitive to errors on both ends of the bypass, i.e.,
the main Snohomish River channel to the south and the
mouth of Steamboat Slough to the north. We found this to
be a good explanation for the suprious peak flood flow at
mooring M4, indicated by the arrows in Fig. 7(a). Recall that
during strong tides, the model over-predicted the phase lag
of the free surface at mooring M3b compared to the offshore
tide (see Fig. 5), while the measurements show a much
smaller lag. As a result, in the prediction, during the early
stage of the strong flood (before the bypass region becomes
submerged), the free surface at M3b is lower (the free sur-
face rises too slow) than the free surface at the mouth of
Steamboat Slough by roughly 0.1 m, and thus, at the point
when the mudflats become submerged, the free-surface gra-
dient drives a strong north-to-south current through the
bypass.

(4) The mouth of Steamboat Slough and the fluvial fan further
offshore may be under-resolved in the current simulation
because the resolution we chose was primarily to resolve
the bypass junction and the tidal flows within the main
channel. Therefore, there may be larger errors in the predic-
tions at the north end of the bypass region that influence the
predictions in the bypass. However, there are no measure-
ments to verify it at this point.

4.3. Velocity profiles

Time series of the along-channel velocity profile at mooring
M3b are depicted in Fig. 8. The predicted velocity structure is gen-
erally in good agreement with the measurements. During strong
ebbs and floods, when the water column is well-mixed, the sin-
gle-layer shear flow is well-predicted in the model although the
strong flood ends slightly sooner than that in the measurements.
During weak tides, however, when stable stratification develops,
there are more notable discrepancies in the velocity structure. Dur-
ing the weak ebbs, the magnitude of the ebbing currents in the
upper part of the water column, and hence the shear, is over-pre-
dicted, while for weak floods, the depth of the point of maximum
velocity is greater than that in the measurements. These discrepan-
cies in the predictions of the vertical structure of the velocity are
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largely dependent upon how well the turbulence closure scheme
can estimate the eddy-viscosity based on shear and stratification.
While we discuss the influence of the turbulence model on the
stratification and other features of the flow in Section 5, we leave
a detailed analysis of the vertical structure of the velocity and
eddy-viscosity structures to a future manuscript which focuses
on evaluation of several turbulence closure schemes for shallow
water estuarine conditions.
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Fig. 9 depicts the evolution of the top and bottom salinity at
mooring M3b, and Fig. 10 depicts the bottom salinity at mooring
M4 (only bottom salinity was measured at mooring M4 due to its
shallowness). As shown, the model has captured the general quali-
tative features of the salinity variations at both moorings and the
evolution of the stratification at mooring M3b. At mooring M3b
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(Fig. 9), the predictions match observations closely during the weak
tide, while during the strong tide, the model does not predict zero
salinity but a minimum salinity of roughly 5 psu at LLW. This is
likely due to insufficient river flow in the main channel (i.e., the
fresh water into the slough is over-predicted) and excessive numer-
ical diffusion from the use of first-order upwinding for scalar advec-
tion. We chose upwinding in favor of higher-order schemes which
are not as efficient, particularly from a conservative point of view,
in the presence of wetting and drying. During strong floods, the
water column is vertically well-mixed, and a horizontal salinity gra-
dient of approximately 5 psu km�1 (measured) is being advected
upstream, which was predicted to be 3 psu km�1 by the model. In
both the prediction and observations, stratification develops during
weak ebbs and persists until the late stage of the succeeding strong
ebbs when the water column becomes well-mixed. The onset of
stratification in the model leads that in the measurements by
1.5 h and the level of stratification in the form of bottom-top salin-
ity difference has been slightly over-predicted. This behavior is con-
sistent with the deficiencies of MY2.5 discovered by Stacey et al.,
1999, in that the closure scheme under-estimates the level of mix-
ing during strong stratification, thereby over-predicting the top–
bottom salinity difference. At mooring M4 (Fig. 10), the overall pat-
tern of salinity variation is correct and the model has successfully
picked up the signals of the flow reversal (see the annotation in
Fig. 10). Details of the salinity field in the vicinity of the bypass junc-
tion are discussed in Section 5.

These results show that further improvements need to be made
for better quantitative salinity predictions. The most critical factors
we will consider are the amount of fresh river flow into the main
channel and the ability of turbulence closure schemes to predict
the mixing level and the onset and breakdown of stratification. It
is one of our main future thrusts to evaluate the performance of
other two-equation closures, e.g., k�x, k� �, etc., for such period-
ically-stratified estuarine conditions. The effects of changing the
fresh river inflow are investigated with numerical experiments in
Section 6.5.

5. Bypass dynamics

The fine resolution applied at the bypass junction enables the
model to capture the complex interaction between the longitudi-
nal salinity gradient and the bypass channel as a combined effect
of the tides, the channel bifurcation and wetting and drying of
the intertidal mudflats. Fig. 11 illustrates a detailed view of the
near-surface salinity at the bypass junction during different stages
of a strong ebb tide (around day 193.5) and highlights the complex
spatio-temporal variability of the flow and salinity fields due to the
flow reversal in the bypass. Fig. 11(a) shows the normal ebb flow
directions through the main channel and the bypass. After the by-
pass channel is shut off during late ebb as a result of the exposure
of the mudflats (Fig. 11(b)), the fluid trapped in the bypass region
drains back into the main channel. While the flow in the main
channel becomes fresher as the ebb continues to advect the salt
wedge downstream, the salinity of the bypass flow is relatively
constant as the water ponded in the bypass region only varies
roughly by 3 psu from the north to the south end of the bypass.
Fig. 11(d) shows that after the initiation of the flood, fresher water
from the channel fills into the bypass region which causes a sharp
decrease in the salinity at mooring M4 as shown by the measure-
ment in Fig. 10 (e.g., the spike of depression around year day
193.7). As the flood tide proceeds, the bypass region becomes dee-
per and more mudflats become submerged (Fig. 11(e)), such that
flood waters increasingly flow through the bypass relative to the
main channel. At first, these waters are fresher than those in the
channel because they are what had filled into the bypass region
earlier(shown in Fig. 11(d)), and they gradually become more sal-
ine as flood waters from farther offshore reach the bypass. At the
late stage of flood (Fig. 11(f)), the longitudinal salinity gradient is
eventually advected much further upstream and the flows through
the bypass and the main channel are both saline.

The convergence of waters of different salinities at the bypass
junction appears as a strong transverse salinity gradient in the pre-
dictions, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11(e) and (f). This
convergence process consistently leads to an axial front that forms
during strong floods when the flooding water masses from the by-
pass region and from the main river channel encounter one-an-
other. During late flood, the front is observable as a surface
convergence zone which shows up visually, in radar imagery (Jes-
sup et al., 2006), and in thermal imagery due to the differing tem-
peratures of the water masses (Chickadel et al., 2008; Edwards and
Jessup, 2008). As the bypass flow strengthens with the rising water
level, the front gradually rotates from its original longitudinal ori-
entation in the east-west direction (Fig. 11(e)) to one that is cross-
channel in the northwest–southeast direction (Fig. 11(f)).

In the water column beneath the axial front, a system of two
counter-rotating cells has been identified in the field measure-
ments (for details see Giddings et al., 2008) as well as in the model
predictions (Fig. 12), and these counter-rotating cells are responsi-
ble for the convergence zone on the surface. Such two-cell circula-
tion patterns are commonly observed at Y-shaped channel
confluences because of the opposing curvature in the confluent
flows (Ashmore, 1982). We speculate that the circulation at the
confluence in the present simulations is considerably strengthened
by the density-driven circulation (Giddings et al., 2008). The spa-
tio-temporal variability of the flow and salinity fields at the bypass
junction have profound implications for the generation of fine-
scale turbulence and flow structures in this region. This will be
the focus of future simulations on refined grids which we leave
for a future manuscript.

It is worth mentioning that while the thermodynamics of the
flow around the bypass region is quite complex due to differential
heating in the extremely shallow regions and the intertidal mudfl-
ats (Edwards and Jessup, 2008), (i.e., shallow waters are more sen-
sitive to diurnal heating and mudflats can retain heat during
exposure and release the heat to water when submerged), temper-
ature effects on density are much weaker than those due to salin-
ity. For this reason we have not considered the thermodynamics of
the flow at the present stage.

6. Challenges in high-resolution estuarine modeling

When high resolution is employed in estuarine modeling, such
as in the present simulations, more care must be taken in model
implementation if the end result is to achieve higher spatio-tem-
poral accuracy. In particular, while increased grid resolution re-
duces the spatial discretization error, which inherently reduces
the temporal discretization error for a given Courant number, high
resolution imposes greater constraints on the initial and boundary
conditions and subgrid-scale parameterizations involved. These
constraints present challenges in the implementation of high reso-
lution simulations that are much more significant than when coar-
ser simulations are employed. In this section we discuss five such
challenges which have been found to have great impact on the
model performance, namely the bathymetry, the bottom drag
parameterization, the nonhydrostatic pressure, the advection of
momentum, and the freshwater inflow.

6.1. Accurate bathymetry for the intertidal mudflats

Intertidal mudflats are important components in shallow estu-
aries. In particular, the wetting and drying of the intertidal zones
has been found to have significant influence on the tidal currents



Fig. 11. Near-surface salinity field at the bypass junction at different stages of a strong ebb tide (around day 193.5). Legend: dry areas (dark red), flow direction (arrows), the
axial front (white – –) in plots (e) and (f). The color scale from �5 to 35 psu is chosen for the best illustration on the salinity gradient and the predicted range of salinity is
shown in Fig. 9. (For interpretation of color mentioned in this figure the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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(Zheng et al., 2003). During inundation, the mudflats typically re-
main as the shallowest regions, and dynamics are highly nonlinear
and sensitive to slight changes in the depth (Warner et al., 2004).
Accurate bathymetric data for the intertidal mudflats is therefore
of major importance in high-resolution numerical simulations. In
the present implementation, the flow through the bypass and, indi-
rectly, the flow in the main channel, are strongly dependent upon
how well the intertidal mudflats at the mouth of Steamboat Slough
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and on the fluvial fan are represented. The bathymetry that we
used before performing more detailed surveys only had accurate
survey data up to the north edge of the bypass (indicated by the
dashed line in Fig. 13(a); see Section 3.2 for the bathymetric data
used in this work), while the shallow areas at the mouth of Steam-
boat Slough and on the fluvial fan were not well-resolved. The
bathymetry in our simulations was improved using new survey
data at the mouth of Steamboat Slough, as well as bathymetry esti-
mated from inundation lines using aerial imagery of the fluvial fan.
As shown in Fig. 13, the new bathymetry shows remarkable
improvement over the old bathymetry. In general, the updated
bathymetry is shallower with an average adjustment of +0.3 m in
the bottom elevation, and the updated bathymetry resolves more
of the intertidal mudflats. Fig. 13 depicts the exposed areas during
a strong low tide around day 193.5, and the differences are quite
striking. In what follows we compare the results of using the old
bathymetry to those with the new bathymetry to highlight the
importance of using good bathymetry in high-resolution simula-
tions. Note that, except for this section, the new bathymetry was
used in all simulations presented in this paper.

Comparisons of free-surface height and depth-averaged along-
channel velocities using the old and new bathymetry are illus-
trated in Fig. 14. The results show that the flow at mooring M4 is
heavily impacted by the bathymetric change as shown in
Fig. 13. Intertidal mudflats exposed during LLW on (a) the old bathymetry and (b) the ne
wet areas. The dashed line in (a) indicates where the old survey data ends.
Fig. 14(c). With the old bathymetry, the peak ebb currents are
noticeably stronger and last longer before they eventually reverse
direction. This is to be expected, since, with the old bathymetry the
areas offshore from the bypass are deeper. The reversed flow with
the old bathymetry is also much weaker and this is more apparent
as the strong ebb weakens with the progression of spring-neap cy-
cle. Furthermore, by day 195.5, the flow using the old bathymetry
no longer reverses at mooring M4 because the north part of the by-
pass region remains submerged during LLW, so flow through the
bypass never shuts off as it should. This effective deepening of
the area around mooring M4 due to the unresolved bathymetry
effectively causes the flow around mooring M4 to behave much
like it does at mooring M3b. Use of unresolved bathymetry also
causes an increase in the strength of the flood currents, and in par-
ticular the strong peaks during the flood tides.

These results show that the slight deepening of the bathymetry
by an average of roughly 0.3 m which results from the use of inac-
curate bathymetry has a significant effect on the dynamics of the
bypass flow. While the effect of the bathymetry on the flow at
mooring M4 is direct, since this mooring sits at the southern edge
of the bypass region, the flow at mooring M3b is also influenced,
albeit indirectly. The strongest effects occur during late flood after
the peak flood (Fig. 14(b)), where the flood current decays sooner
and is 0.2 m s�1 smaller than that in the simulation with the new
w bathymetry. Free-surface height (m above MLLW) for day 193.5 is plotted on the
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bathymetry. Recall that mooring M3b is located closer to the inner
bank of the Snohomish River channel (see Fig. 2). The simulations
using the old bathymetry show that the stronger flood flow from
the bypass quickly raises the free surface in the main channel at
the bypass junction, and this impedes the flow in the channel. This
is confirmed by enhanced velocities near the outer bank of the
Snohomish River and reduced velocities in the downstream reach
of the main channel in the model prediction.

While bathymetric changes strongly influence depth-averaged
currents, Fig. 14(a) shows that the effect of bathymetric changes
on the free surface is small and negligible compared to the tidal
range. The largest deviation occurs during strong ebbs (e.g., be-
tween time day 193.3 and 193.5), during which time the prediction
using the old bathymetry slightly leads that which uses the new
bathymetry. This occurs because the ebbing flow through the by-
pass is stronger and lasts longer when the old bathymetry is used.
This discrepancy vanishes when the tide approaches LLW and the
bypass flow eventually ceases, and the magnitude of the difference
is negligible compared to the lag between the model prediction
using the new bathymetry and the measurement at all times (see
Section 4.1 for a discussion of this lag).

6.2. Bottom friction

Bottom friction is one of the most important nonlinear mech-
anisms in the dynamics of shallow flows, and it is thus a critical
parameter in numerical simulations. The effect of bottom fric-
tion has an inverse dependence on the water depth and it varies
spatially and temporally: it is stronger in shallower regions and
it is also stronger during low tide than during high tide (Warner
et al., 2004). A test with zero explicit bottom drag, i.e., Cd ¼ 0,
was performed to demonstrate its effects. The remaining param-
eterizations and conditions were the same as in the original
simulation, and the wet–dry treatment with a frictional buffer-
ing layer was still applied as discussed in Section 2.5. The
along-channel velocity profile at LLW around day 193.5 at
cross-section A-A0 (see Fig. 2) is depicted in Fig. 15. At this time,
the ebb current is as strong as 1 m s�1, and the salinity in the
water column is well-mixed so that baroclinic effects are negli-
gible. From the figure one can see that the effect of removing
the bottom drag is to reduce the amount of vertical shear
throughout the water column, and the vertical shear almost
vanishes near the bed. The structure that remains in the flow
is likely caused by channel curvature as well as transverse
bathymetric variability. The figure also shows that the slow
velocity fluid at the edges of the channel persists even after re-
moval of the bottom friction. This slow velocity fluid results
from the form drag induced by the stair-stepped grid, which is
particularly high at the channel edges where the steep bathym-
etry is not as well-resolved. Due to the frictional effect of the
stair-stepped grid, the effective bottom drag is reduced, but
not removed when Cd ¼ 0.
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Fig. 16(a) compares the result of the free-surface height at
mooring M3b without bottom drag to the original simulation re-
sult with bottom drag and the measurements. The effect of remov-
ing the bottom drag is to improve the prediction of LLW by
lowering it closer to the observations. This is a result of reduced
energy dissipation in the absence of bottom friction. Even without
bottom friction, however, LLW is still substantially under-pre-
dicted. This indicates that numerically-induced dissipation which
is predominantly due to the linear ELM scheme may be comparable
to and at times greater than the effect of the bottom drag during
this stage of the tide.

Fig. 16(b) and (c) show that bottom friction has a much stronger
effect on the along-channel, depth-averaged velocities. As shown
in Fig. 16(b), although the general behavior of the flow at mooring
M3b during strong ebb is relatively unchanged (between year day
193.2 and 193.6), a lack of bottom friction leads to oscillations with
periods of roughly three hours and a fluctuation amplitude of
roughly 0.8 m s�1 that emerge near HHW and slowly decay over
the course of the succeeding weak tide (highlighted by the region
within the dotted box in Fig. 16). These oscillations are also evident
in the signal without bottom drag at mooring M4, as shown in
Fig. 16(c). A reduction in the bottom stress allows the tidal energy
to propagate to the upstream river boundary and, because it is a
clamped boundary that does not radiate any tides, energy is re-
flected back into the low-friction domain. Assuming a distance of
L ¼ 30 km from the river mouth to the upstream boundary and
an average water depth of roughly d ¼ 4 m, the first-mode stand-
ing wave frequency in the river is given by 2 L=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gd

p
¼ 2:7 h, indi-

cating that the oscillations that appear in the absence of bottom
friction are those due to a standing tidal wave in the main river
channel.

As shown in Fig. 16(c), removing the bottom friction also has a
strong effect on the along-channel velocity signal at mooring M4.
This is indicated by the increased peak ebb current between year
day 193.3 and 193.4 and the increase in the peak flood near year
day 193.65. Such strong responses in the tidal-scale signals at
mooring M4 suggest that bottom friction plays a stronger role in
the shallow bypass channel than in the deeper main river channel.
Around the time of the strongest ebb flows in the bypass (this is
not the peak ebb in the main channel), a large portion of the mud-
flats in the bypass begins to dry, and the average depth during this
time on the mudflats is less than 0.5 m while that in the main river
channel is roughly 3 m.

6.3. Nonhydrostatic effects

We can assess the relative importance of the nonhydrostatic
pressure in the present simulations by assuming that, away from
boundaries where frictional effects are small, the nonhydrostatic
pressure acts to make up for a slight imbalance between the baro-
tropic pressure gradient and nonlinear advection of momentum.
This imbalance can be analyzed with the two-dimensional steady
inviscid equations of motion (neglecting rotation),
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where x is the along-channel direction and z is the vertical direction,
and u and w are the along-channel and vertical velocities, respec-
tively. If U is the scale for the along-channel velocity, and L and D
are scales for the along-channel and vertical variability in the flow
(not necessarily the channel geometry), then continuity requires that
the vertical velocity scale with W ¼ dU, where d ¼ D=L is the aspect
ratio. Choosing a scale for the free surface, H, that imposes a barotrop-
ic-nonlinear advection balance then requires gH ¼ U2. If the vertical
nonhydrostatic pressure gradient is to balance the vertical advection
of momentum, this implies that a scale for the nonhydrostatic pres-
sure is Q ¼ d2U2. The nondimensional equations of motion are then
given by (assuming all quantities are dimensionless)

u
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þ oh
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This shows that, while the nonhydrostatic pressure is likely not
important for large-scale, tidal flow features since d2 � 1 for these
flows, flow features for which d ¼ Oð1Þ can be strongly influenced
by the nonhydrostatic pressure. Note that different scaling condi-
tions will apply to wave and geostrophic balances (Kanarska
et al., 2007).

The tidal flow in the main Snohomish River channel is charac-
terized by an average aspect ratio of d ¼ 10�4 (along-channel),
implying that the flow in the channel is predominantly hydrostatic.
The cross-channel length scale is much smaller than the along-
channel scale, and corresponds to an aspect ratio of d ¼ 10�2, indi-
cating that the cross-channel flow may be subject to stronger non-
hydrostatic effects. Thus, the focus of the following discussions is
on the intratidal transverse flow structures and how they are influ-
enced by the nonhydrostatic pressure. Smaller flow structures are
caused by channel curvature, rapidly varying bottom slopes, and
channel bifurcation, and the appropriate length scales are those
of the flow structures themselves, which lead to larger aspect ra-
tios than that of the channel geometry and nonhydrostaic effects
are likely to be stronger. In what follows, we assume that the tidal
adjustment occurs over long time scales and the intratidal flow is
quasi-steady. We also assume that the advective force balance in
Eq. 16 applies in the local hydrodynamics of cross-channel flows
(mainly downwelling and upwelling) where nonhydrostatic effects
can be considerable.

In order to test the effects of the nonhydrostatic pressure, we
performed a nonhydrostatic simulation to compare it to the origi-
nal hydrostatic simulation. In SUNTANS, the nonhydrostatic pres-
sure-Poisson equation is solved with the predictor–corrector
method, which is similar to the methods used by others (e.g.,
Casulli, 1999; Hodges et al., 2000; Kanarska et al., 2007). Although
a block-Jacobi preconditioner substantially decreases the computa-
tion time associated with solving the pressure-Poisson equation
(Fringer et al., 2006), its solution still incurs an overhead of roughly
a factor of two over the hydrostatic simulation. Nevertheless, here
we outline its importance with regard to computing small-scale
flow features in which the aspect ratio is considerably larger than
that of the large-scale channel geometry, and two orders of magni-
tude greater than that for the along-channel tidal flow.
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Table 4
Mean and maximum values of DV (m s�1), the difference in the cross-channel velocity
between hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic simulations depicted in Fig. 17

Figure d max ðDVÞ ðDVÞrms Vrms max ðDVÞ=Vrms ðDVÞrms=Vrms

(a) 0.04 0.04 0.008 0.19 0.21 0.04
(b) 0.03 0.08 0.025 0.19 0.42 0.13
(c) 0.08 0.10 0.029 0.17 0.59 0.17
(d) 0.02 0.02 0.008 0.30 0.03 0.03
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Fig. 17 depict the transverse velocities denoted by V at four in-
stants in time at transect A-A0 (see Fig. 2) for the nonhydrostatic
simulation. The contour lines depict the difference in the trans-
verse velocity, DV , between the nonhydrostatic and the hydrostatic
simulations. Absolute and normalized values of the mean and max-
imum values of DV in the each plot are described in Table 4. As
shown in the figure, the flow possesses distinct structures at these
points in time that may depend to great extent on the nonhydro-
static pressure. As shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b), a strong shear layer
forms during ebb tide in which a layer of strong positive cross-
channel flow (positive V) overlies relatively weak cross-channel
flow. During the early stages of the ebb tide, as in Fig. 17(a), the
flow is stratified, and the shoal on the outer bank of transect A-A0

is submerged. The submerged shoal enables water to flow freely
over the mudflats in the bypass region and out into the sound,
thereby creating a region of large cross-channel flow that forms
the upper part of the shear layer. This shear layer slopes upward
and is strengthened towards the outer bank of the transect (to
the left) as the flow accelerates over the shoal. This accelerating
shear layer produces regions in which the hydrostatic and nonhy-
drostatic simulations differ substantially, as exemplified by the
contours of DV in this region. An appropriate value of the aspect ra-
tio, d, for this flow feature is the slope of the shear layer, for which
the tangent is roughly 0.04. Although numerous regions with large
DV exist in the figure that do not coincide with this shear layer,
such as along the inner bank of the transect and along the channel
bottom, we attribute those to differences arising from processes
other than the nonhydrostatic pressure, such as wetting and drying
of the shoal, bottom friction, bottom slope, etc, and therefore
ignore them in the present discussion.

During late ebb, a region of large positive V exists in the upper
part of transect A-A0, as shown in Fig. 17(b). However, because the
free-surface has dropped, the outer shoal is dry and the channel is
disconnected from the bypass. Therefore, rather than being in-
duced by a flow through the bypass, this flow is induced by a recir-
culating flow due to channel curvature which is modified by
transverse bathymetric variability. The recirculating flow is not af-
fected by baroclinic effects since the water column is vertically
well-mixed during this stage of the tide. As shown in Fig. 17(b), a
return flow exists at depth with a downwelling flow near the outer
shoal. Large values of DV exist where upwelling and downwelling
motions are strongest, and the aspect ratio of these regions appears
to be Oð1Þ, indicating that they are likely influenced by the nonhy-
drostatic pressure. However, because it is difficult to ascertain a
precise aspect ratio d for these regions, we only point out that
the aspect ratio of the recirculation cell which drives these
small-scale motions, which is likely a lower-bound for d, is roughly
0.03, and this is twice the aspect ratio that would be dictated by
the channel cross-sectional geometry.

Fig. 17(c) and (d) depict transverse flow profiles during flood
tide. Fig. 17(c) represents the transverse flow at a time during
the existence of the axial front that forms at the confluence of
the flows from the bypass and the main channel, which features
two counter-rotating cells beneath the front as discussed in Section
5. As expected and based on the discussion of the flow during late
ebb, Fig. 17(c) shows that the contours of large DV are highly cor-
related with the regions of strong flow convergence due to the
recirculating cells. The length scales of these recirculation cells
are roughly 50 m in the horizontal and 4 m in the vertical, corre-
sponding to a value of d ¼ 0:08, which is significant in such a shal-
low channel flow. Fig. 17(d) is plotted during late flood, when the
outer shoal of the transect is well inundated and water flows from
the bypass into the main river channel, inducing a flow towards the
inner bank in the upper part of the water column. This flow is in
the opposite sense of the flow during early ebb, during which time
water flows towards the outer bank and into the bypass region, as
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depicted in Fig. 17(a). The currents from the main channel and the
bypass that converge to produce the flow in Fig. 17(d) form a
slightly-sloped layer of relatively large vertical shear, with the
channel flow concentrated at depth near the inner bank producing
a core of faster longitudinal velocity. It is likely that this results
from the discordant depth of the channels at the confluence, where
the lateral shear layer is tilted towards the deeper part of the chan-
nel (Best and Roy, 1991). Furthermore, the flow from the bypass is
slightly less saline than the flow in the main channel by roughly
2 psu (see Fig. 11(f)), and gravitational circulation may intensify
the effects of the discordance. As a result, by the time the confluent
flows reaches this transect, the shear layer has become almost hor-
izontal. The characteristic aspect ratio of the flow is estimated
based on the slope of this shear layer, which is roughly d ¼ 0:02.

In addition to the shear layer that develops during late flood,
Fig. 17(d) depicts a weak circulation cell that has developed at
depth near the outer bank, which is a result of flow separation
associated with the bypass flow. This feature is common at the
opening of a shallow tributary at its junction with a deeper main
channel (Best and Roy, 1991; De Serres et al., 1999). Despite the
complexity of the flow, contours of DV are sparse with small mag-
nitudes, indicating that the transverse flow along transect A-A0 is
predominantly hydrostatic because of a lack of structures with
constrained horizontal scales and larger values of d. To conclude,
the results in Fig. 17(a–d) and Table 4 show that stronger nonhy-
drostatic effects are mainly dependent upon the small-scale struc-
tures present in the flow and not on the geometry of the flow
boundaries. That is, while the geometry might indicate that the
flow should become more nonhydrostatic during high water
events because of the greater depth, these results indicate that this
is not necessarily the case, since small-scale, and hence nonhydro-
static, flow features can appear during any phase of the tidal cycle.

Fig. 18 compares the tidal variations of free-surface height and
depth-averaged velocities at mooring M3b from the nonhydrostat-
ic and hydrostatic simulations. The figure shows that the effect of
the nonhydrostatic pressure on these quantities is negligible, with
a maximum difference in the free-surface height being 0.02 m dur-
ing strong flood (shown in the figure), and maximum difference in
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along-channel velocity and cross-channel velocity being of order
0.05 m s�1 during the time of peak flood currents. Recall that
mooring M3b is located near the inner bank, where nonhydrostatic
activity is weak in general as shown in Fig. 17. Although the non-
hydrostatic pressure can have a stronger, localized effect in certain
regions of the flow, it does not accumulate over time and has a
minimal effect on the large-scale behavior of the flow. This can
be expected from the small aspect ratio, d, of the main-channel
geometry, which thus seems to be an adequate indicator of the
overall importance of the nonhydrostatic pressure on the large-
scale hydrodynamics.

While the physical aspect ratio, d, is a measure of the relative
importance of the nonhydrostatic pressure, the grid aspect ratio,
which is the ratio of the vertical to horizontal grid spacing, or
dg ¼ Dz=Dx, plays an important role in determining the computa-
tional overhead and the numerical error in computing the nonhy-
drostatic pressure. Here we discuss guidelines for choosing
appropriate values for dg based on the physical aspect ratio of
the nonhydrostatic flow features that are being computed.

Because the Poisson equation in SUNTANS is solved using a sec-
ond-order accurate finite-difference method to approximate the
second-order derivatives, one can show that the leading error
(LED) is given by (in x and z dimensions on a Cartesian mesh, for
simplicity)

LED ¼ 1
12

Dx2qxxxx þ Dz2qzzzz

� �
; ð18Þ

where qxxxx and qzzzz are the forth-order derivatives of q with respec-
tive to x and z. Cross derivatives do not appear because the dimen-
sions are decoupled in the Poisson equation. After normalizing x by
L, z by D, and q by Q , the leading error in nondimensional form is
given by

LED ¼ Q
12

Dz2

D4

d4

d2
g

qxxxx þ qzzzz

 !
;

where it is assumed that the quantities are dimensionless and
qxxxx ¼ Oð1Þ and qzzzz ¼ Oð1Þ. As previously discussed, the physical
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aspect ratio d ¼ D=L is dependent upon the nonhydrostatic flow
structures of interest. Assuming that the vertical resolution Dz is
chosen in order to resolve the vertical structure of the tidal flow
in shallow estuaries, then the optimal choice for Dx is one which
does not incur a large error associated with computing the horizon-
tal second derivative. This requires that d2=dg 6 1, or

dg P d2; ð19Þ

which implies that the grid aspect ratio must be at least as large as
the square of the physical aspect ratio. In unstructured grid prob-
lems with z- or sigma-levels, it is usually straightforward to in-
crease the vertical resolution without drastically increasing the
computational overhead, because water columns are usually stored
in one-dimensional arrays that are contiguous in main memory.
However, since the horizontal extent of most domains is usually
quite large it can be taxing to increase the horizontal grid resolu-
tion. Furthermore, as discussed by Fringer et al., 2006, smaller val-
ues of dg increase the effectiveness of the nonhydrostatic
preconditioner on the pressure-Poisson equation. Therefore, it is
useful to place an upper bound on the horizontal grid spacing in or-
der to determine the minimum computational resources required
to resolve a particular nonhydrostatic flow feature while maintain-
ing the effectiveness of the preconditioner. Eq. (19) shows that, if
the horizontal derivatives are not to increase the truncation error
in the discretization of the nonhydrostatic pressure, then the hori-
zontal grid spacing must satisfy

Dx 6 Dz=d2: ð20Þ

As one might expect, this relationship implies that the horizon-
tal grid spacing must equal the vertical grid spacing if d ¼ 1, since
the horizontal and vertical grid spacings must match if the hori-
zontal and vertical scales of motion are equal. However, for typical
estuarine problems, such as those employed here, it is evident that
Eq. 20 is not very restrictive. For example, the grid aspect ratio in
the mesh at transect A-A0 (Fig. 2) is roughly dg ¼ 0:025 which gen-
erously satisfies (19) even for the most nonhydrostatic features in
Fig. 17(c), for which d2 ¼ 0:0064� dg . It is interesting to note that
further increasing the accuracy of the discretization of the pressure
solver decreases the power on d in Eq. 20. For instance, the power
approaches unity for an infinite-order accurate discretization,
requiring dg � d and Dx 	 Dz=d, which imposes a greater constraint
on Dx.

6.4. Effects of advection of momentum

Computing advection of momentum, which represents the
convective acceleration of fluid particles, is a difficult numerical
task, especially when significant wetting and drying occurs and
high accuracy is desired (Oey, 2005; Chen et al., 2003; Casulli
and Zanolli, 2007). For estuarine flows, advection of momentum,
together with the free-surface gradient and bottom drag, is often
the dominant term in the momentum equations, and thus it
needs to be carefully included in the governing equations. In this
section we will show, through numerical experiments and simple
scaling analyses, that advection of momentum is critical for both
the tidal and sub-tidal dynamics of estuarine flows. In SUNTANS,
advection of momentum is discretized with the ELM scheme
(Staniforth and Côté, 1991) as discussed in Section 2.2. Although
the methodology is based on a rough linear interpolation, use of
the ELM scheme has a significant and favorable impact on the re-
sults. In what follows, we compare the results of SUNTANS with
and without the use of the ELM scheme. The test case without
ELM is referred to as the ‘‘linear test”, which implies that the non-
linear advection of momentum is neglected, i.e. u � ru ¼ 0,
although we retain the nonlinearity in the depth-averaged conti-
nuity equation (5).
Fig. 19 depicts the free surface and depth-averaged along-chan-
nel velocities at moorings M3b and M4 from the simulations in
comparison with the measurements. As shown in Fig. 19(a), the
water level during LLW is substantially lower for the linear simu-
lations (bold solid line) than it is for the nonlinear simulation (thin
solid line). The water level is so low that it exceeds (is lower than)
the measurements and actually approaches the water level off-
shore in the sound, and the strong ebbs have become symmetric.
Similar behavior in the free surface occurs along the entire Snoho-
mish River. At USGS gage station 12150000 (location shown in
Fig. 1(a)), observations show that the free surface there is roughly
1 m higher than the offshore water level in the sound at LLW
(Fig. 5), which roughly corresponds to a free-surface gradient of
0.05 m km�1, due to the dissipation of tidal energy from various
sources. While the nonlinear simulation predicts the free-surface
gradient at a correct order of magnitude, the linear simulation sub-
stantially under-predicts it. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 19(b),
the currents in the main channel are largely over-predicted in
the linear simulation. We can see that the peak ebb current reaches
a velocity of 2 m s�1, which is effectively draining the estuary as
the tide propagates without much dissipation. Due to the lack of
inertial effects associated with nonlinear advection, the ebb flow
quickly changes its direction after the flood initiates. The succeed-
ing flood current is also much stronger (up to 2 m s�1 with a
3 m s�1 sharp peak) as a result of the lowered free surface in the
estuary at the end of the ebb tide.

The predicted velocity structure in the linear simulation is also
very different from that in the nonlinear simulation. As shown in
Fig. 20, the cross-sectional profiles of the along-channel velocity
indicate a stronger shear near the bottom and the shoals when
nonlinear advection of momentum is ignored. This results because
of the lack of transport of slow-moving fluid from the walls to the
interior of the flow, and not because of the lack of momentum dif-
fusion since, aside from the inclusion (or lack thereof) of momen-
tum advection, both simulations employ identical parameters.

The strong currents in the linear simulation produce oscillations
with magnitudes of roughly 1 m s�1 and periods of roughly 1 h
during peak flood, and these gradually decay during the subse-
quent weak tide. Although these oscillations have some similar
features to those present in the frictionless simulation as discussed
in Section 6.2 (see Fig. 16), they are generated via distinct and more
complex mechanisms. The predicted free surface shows that strong
flood tides from Steamboat Slough develop into shock waves (we
refer to these features as ‘shock waves’ rather than ‘hydraulic bore
waves’ because of the lack of nonlinear advection of momentum)
in the main channel both upstream and downstream of the junc-
tion of the slough and the main channel as illustrated in Fig. 21.
These shock waves emerge due to the strong tides and the shallow
depth in the main channel (it is less than 0.3 m around the junction
of the slough) and are the main cause of the oscillations. Note that
in the linear simulation, as previously mentioned the solution of
the free surface is still nonlinear in the sense that the equation
for the free surface (Eq. 5) is obtained by integrating the continuity
equation (Eq. 4) from the bottom at z ¼ �d to the actual free sur-
face, where z ¼ h. This leads to steepening dynamics that cause
wave steepening because wave crests travel faster than troughs,
even though advection of momentum is not computed. Another
contributor to the strong oscillations occurs at the bypass. When
this area becomes submerged, there is a strong impulsive flow of
2 m s�1 from the bypass into the main channel (indicated by ar-
rows in Fig. 21) which leads to the formation and propagation of
shocks.

Dissipation is insufficient and the resulting currents are too
energetic in the linear simulation, and this results from both phys-
ical and numerical reasons. Here we analyze the longitudinal
momentum equation to assess the relative effects of ignoring
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momentum advection. After ignoring horizontal viscosity, rotation,
and nonhydrostatic effects, the main along-channel, or longitudi-
nal momentum balance is given by

oU
ot
þ U

oU
ox
¼ �g

oh
ox
� Cd

D
jUbjUb; ð21Þ

where U represents the along channel velocity, h is the free-surface
height, and D is the water depth. For steady flow, this simplified bal-
ance resembles the Bernoulli equation with the kinetic energy term,
the potential energy term and frictional energy loss. Rough esti-
mates of the magnitude of the terms based on observations at
mooring M3b and USGS gage station 12150000 (Fig. 1) are given
in Table 5.

As shown in the table, while the frictional term is predomi-
nantly in balance with the free-surface gradient, the effects of
unsteadiness and advection of momentum are of comparable mag-
nitude, and the sum of all terms requires a free-surface gradient in
the upstream direction along the channel. Neglecting the advection
term U oU

ox

� �
will directly lead to an under-prediction of free-surface

gradient. Another important finding from the momentum balance
is that the actual free-surface gradient notably exceeds the sum of
other terms which are already upper-bound estimates. This implies
that there may be considerable dissipation due to other mecha-
nisms that are not included in Eq. (21). One of the missing dissipa-
tion processes as discovered by earlier studies is the lateral mixing
of momentum by advective transverse flows. Cross-channel circu-
lation can develop from channel curvature (Geyer, 1993; Chant,
2002), lateral bathymetric variation (Valle-Levinson and Atkinson,
1999; Valle-Levinson and Li, 2000), and/or baroclinic effects of dif-
ferential advection of the stream-wise salinity gradient (Wong,
1994; Ralston and Stacey, 2005). The stirring effect of these trans-
verse flows is to intensify the dissipation of energy by bringing the
slowly moving flow in the shallows into the interior, which was
suggested to have considerable influence on the stream-wise
momentum balance (Geyer et al., 2000; Trowbridge et al., 1999).
In the linear test, the advective effect of these transverse flows is
not presented because V oU

oy is always zero.
From a numerical point of view, the linear simulation may

not have sufficient friction and dissipation because these effects
are reduced in the absence of the numerical diffusive effects of
momentum advection using ELM. Therefore, in order to test
whether it is possible to simulate the numerical effects of ELM
using elevated diffusivities alone, a second linear test was per-
formed with increased viscosities that exceed the physical values
estimated in Section 2.2. Namely, the horizontal viscosity was
increased from 0.01 to 2 m2 s�1 and the molecular viscosity used
by MY2.5 to compute the vertical viscosity was increased from
10�5 to 10�3 m2 s�1. The results of free surface and depth-aver-
aged velocities are shown in Fig. 19 with thick dotted lines. In
these simulations the peak currents are reduced by 30% to 50%
relative to those in the previous linear simulation, but they are
still very different from the field measurements. Comparing the
linear simulation results to the field measurements, we hypoth-
esize that a substantial part of the difference is caused by miss-
ing the physical, rather than the numerical, effects of advection
of momentum (including inertia and stirring, etc) which are also
found to be important in the longitudinal momentum balance in
the preceding scaling analysis. However, we are unable to quan-
tify the advective effects more accurately with our current re-
sults because it is difficult to separate the physical advective
effects of ELM from the associated numerically diffusive effects
in the nonlinear simulations.
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Table 5
Scaling for the terms in Eq. 21 during strong ebbs based on observations at mooring
M3b and USGS gage station 12150000.

oU
ot U oU

ox �g oh
ox � Cd

D jUbjUb

�0:5� 10�4 �0:5� 10�4 �5� 10�4 2� 10�4

Units in the table are in m s�2. A horizontal length scale L � 20 km is applied, which
is the distance between mooring M3b and the gage station. A bottom drag coeffi-
cient of Cd ¼ 2:5� 10�3 obtained from measurements was used for the drag term
and the corresponding measured bottom velocity is Ub ¼ 0:5 m s�1 which is the
measured bottom velocity corresponding to the Cd value Giddings et al., 2008.
Approximations for the unsteady term, the advection term, and the drag term are
all upper-bound estimates using the velocities at the lower part of the estuary.
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Advection of momentum also plays a critical role in the cross-
channel flow dynamics of curvature-induced secondary circula-
tion. Secondary circulation is not only important to local erosion
and sediment transport processes, but also the overall mixing of
momentum and scalars in an estuary (Smith, 1976; Trowbridge
et al., 1999). Comparison of transverse velocity profiles for the lin-
ear and nonlinear simulations shows that the linear simulation
fails to capture curvature-induced secondary circulation. The cen-
tripetal force of curving stream-wise flow is the dominant forcing
to drive the cross-channel circulation (Chant, 2002). It originates
from the advection of momentum, u � ru, and thus is not repre-
sented in the linear simulation. Fig. 22 depicts the cross-channel
velocity profile at transect A-A0 (location shown in Fig. 2),
Fig. 22(a0) shows the circulation due to the curvature of the chan-
nel during ebb (same as Fig. 17(b)), and Fig. 22(b0) shows the coun-
ter-rotating cells at the bypass confluence during flood (same as
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Fig. 17(c)). While circulation cells are apparent in the nonlinear
simulation at both times, there is no clear circulation pattern in
the linear simulation. To verify that this is the result of omitting
advection of momentum rather than due to different mean flow
conditions in the two simulations, a linear test was performed by
restarting a simulation using the nonlinear results in Fig. 22(b0)
as the initial conditions. The results (not shown) show that while
the circulation intensifies with time in the nonlinear simulation,
it vanishes within 30 min in the linear test and a new equilibrium
state is established with a structure similar to that in Fig. 22(b)
(not shown).

6.5. Uncertainties in the freshwater inflow

In partially-stratified estuaries, as in the Snohomish River estu-
ary, stable stratification and strong mixing may occur periodically
with the tides via strain-induced periodic stratification (Simpson
et al., 1990). This mechanism has a significant influence on the flow
structure, salinity intrusion and mixing level in the system (Nunes
Vaz et al., 1989; Monismith et al., 2002), and will certainly affect
the formation of small-scale structures in the flow which is the
ultimate interest of the present high-resolution model. It is known
that the onset and strength of the stratification is much more sen-
sitive to the freshwater inflow in partially-stratified estuaries than
it is in strongly-stratified or well-mixed estuaries (Parker, 1999).
Therefore, it is important to have a correct specification of the river
flow in numerical models of estuarine hydrodynamics. This, how-
ever, is not an easy task in the presence of complex tributary net-
works which are common in deltas and coastal wetlands.
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Calibration of overall freshwater inflow and its distribution in the
tributaries is difficult because quantities, such as free-surface
height, depth-averaged velocities, etc, which are commonly used
for calibration purposes, may be insensitive to freshwater inflow,
while quantities such as salinity or stratification are strongly influ-
enced by the performance of the turbulence model.

In order to assess the sensitivity of the system to freshwater in-
flow, a numerical experiment was performed with three times the
normal river flow while all other parameters were kept unchanged.
As depicted in Fig. 23, while increasing the freshwater inflow leads
to a slightly higher free-surface height during LLW, an increase in
ebb currents, and a decrease in flood currents at mooring M3b,
these differences are small. The strengthening of the ebb flow
and weakening of the flood flow directly results from the increase
in net downstream flux due to the river flow. The stronger damping
of the free-surface variation at LLW is most likely caused by the in-
crease in the peak ebb current, which leads to higher dissipation
from a variety of sources and thus requires a larger longitudinal
free-surface gradient based on the momentum analysis with Eq.
21. These results demonstrate that the overall effect of increasing
the freshwater inflow by a factor of three on the dynamics of the
free surface and depth-averaged velocities is very weak and the
differences are on the same order as the errors in the simulation.
This is to be expected since the tidal fluxes dominate the barotrop-
ic dynamics in this macro-tidal system with a tidal range of over
4 m.

While the effect of the freshwater inflow on the free-surface
height and depth-averaged currents is weak, differences in the
salinity and stratification are much more pronounced. As depicted
in Fig. 24, periodic stratification persists even after increasing the
freshwater inflow. During the strong ebb tide, when the flow is ver-
tically well-mixed, the salinity at mooring M3b with an increased
freshwater inflow is significantly lower and remains fresh for
roughly 3 h. The salinity with the normal river flow, on the other
hand, only reaches a minimum of 5 psu. The top salinity is 10–
20 psu lower, while the bottom salinity is roughly 3 psu lower than
that in the original simulation. These variations in the salinity
demonstrate that the freshwater inflow induces a stratification
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that is twice as strong (measured as the bottom-top salinity differ-
ence) during the weak tide.

The weak dependence of the bottom salinity on the increased
freshwater inflow is consistent with the analysis of Monismith
et al., 2002, which demonstrates that the distance of the salt intru-
sion upstream of the estuary mouth at depth depends on the fresh-
water inflow to the �1/7 power. The response of the stratification
dynamics to changes in freshwater input in the model relies heavily
on how well the turbulence closure scheme predicts the level of
mixing and its suppression due to stratification. The results imply
that the MY2.5 turbulence model can predict the periodic stratifica-
tion and its adjustment to changes in the freshwater flow reason-
ably well in a qualitative sense. However, we note that it is
difficult to use stratification predictions to calibrate the freshwater
inflow because the dynamics are very nonlinear and non-mono-
tonic. That is, it is not possible to tune the flow rate that gives the
correct salinity prediction without tuning the turbulence closure
and/or modifying other model parameters, such as bottom friction
and the horizontal mixing coefficient. This is demonstrated in the
results, which show that the strength of stratification is well-pre-
dicted in the simulation with normal flow rate, while the bottom
salinity during strong ebbs is well predicted with the increased flow
rate. Difficulties in calibration based on the salinity are further mag-
nified by uncertainties in the turbulence closure scheme.

7. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the setup and validation of a
high-resolution numerical model for the Snohomish River estuary,
which has been developed to resolve the small-scale intratidal
dynamics at the confluence of two river channels in the presence
of intertidal mudflats. The model employs the SUNTANS (Fringer
et al., 2006) code as the hydrodynamic solver with the modification
by Zhao, 2007 which employs the Eulerian–Lagrangian method to
enforce stability of momentum advection for shallow water flows.
The unstructured grid enables resolution of the complex coastline
in the domain and the region of interest while allowing the size of
the domain to be large enough to capture large, tidal-scale motions.
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The predicted free surface and depth-averaged velocities from
the model are in good agreement with field measurements, which
validate the boundary conditions and parameterizations employed
in the model. The small errors in the free surface during LLW and
peak ebb indicate that, as expected with an estuarine model, dissi-
pation is overpredicted and is likely a result of errors associated
with the first-order ELM scheme used to compute advection of
momentum. The salinity prediction captures the periodically strat-
ified characteristic of the estuary with correct top and bottom
salinity during weak tides when the fluid is stably stratified, while
the prediction for strong ebbs and LLW is less satisfactory. Based
on these results, it is likely that the MY2.5 turbulence closure
scheme predicts the onset and breakdown of stratification reason-
ably well for such estuarine conditions. The predicted velocity and
salinity fields at the bypass junction show a complex interaction of
the tides and the longitudinal salinity gradient with the bypass
channel and the intertidal mudflats in the bypass region. This
complex flow has significant implications for local mixing,
sediment transport and generation of fine-scale flow structures.
Examining these processes will be the main objective of a future
study in which we plan on employing finer resolution near the
study site.

Although high resolution reduces the discretization error asso-
ciated with the numerical methods employed in the present simu-
lations, it also imposes greater constraints on parameterizations
designed to model the effects of subgrid-scale processes. First,
and foremost, the present simulations show that accurate bathym-
etry of the intertidal mudflats is critical in predicting correct
dynamics of the flow in the bypass. In effect, this implies that an
increase in the grid resolution in regions of complex bathymetry
cannot come without an increase in the bathymetric resolution.
With an increase in bathymetric resolution also comes the neces-
sity of taking greater care in parameterizing the bottom roughness.
In particular, the present simulations indicate notable differences
in the tidal form (free surface) and currents, particularly over the
shallow bypass when different bottom roughness parameteriza-
tions are employed. The results also indicate that dissipation from
other sources, including channel-shoal exchange of momentum
and numerical dissipation, are significant when higher bathymetric
resolution is employed.

When high resolution is employed, it also becomes important to
consider the potential effects of the nonhydrostatic pressure.
Although not necessarily important for the large spatio-temporal
scales of the estuarine flow, the simulations show that nonhydro-
static effects may be important for small-scale flow structures in
which the relevant aspect ratio can be larger than that dictated
by the bathymetric variability. For example, in the present simula-
tions the aspect ratio of the cross-channel bathymetry is d ¼ 0:01,
which would indicate negligible nonhydrostatic effects and is in-
deed corroborated by the negligible differences in tidal form and
depth-averaged velocities at the mooring locations when the non-
hydrostatic pressure is computed. However, the aspect ratio of the
two-cell circulation beneath the axial front in the water column are
much larger at d ¼ 0:08, and it is in this circulation that significant
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differences between the hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic simula-
tions appear.

While the nonhydostatic pressure acts to influence local pro-
cesses and has a small effect on the large-scale dynamics, advec-
tion of momentum has a prominent effect on the tidal form and
along-channel, depth-averaged currents. In the linear simulation,
which assumes u � ru ¼ 0, the observed free-surface gradient at
LLW is not established and the asymmetries in the tidal form are
not present. The linear simulation also predicts unrealistically
large velocities. While one might expect that this is due to a lack
of numerical dissipation inherent to the first-order accurate ELM
scheme, using a straightforward scaling analysis, we have shown
that inclusion of the ELM scheme actually acts to increase the
physical dissipation associated with nonlinear advection, while
the numerical effect is secondary. This is corroborated by the re-
sults that show how an increase in the horizontal diffusion coeffi-
cient does not capture the correct dissipative dynamics.

Lastly, these simulations show that the effect of the freshwater
inflow on the tidal form and currents is very weak, which is reason-
able due to the dominance of the tidal fluxes. However, the salinity
and stratification predictions are much more sensitive to the
change in freshwater input. With increased freshwater inflow,
the difference is mainly in the top salinity which becomes substan-
tially fresher, while the bottom salinity only changes slightly.
These results show that a reasonable response to increased fresh-
water inflow can be obtained with the MY2.5 turbulence closure
scheme. The simulations presented here, however, indicate that
it is not straightforward to calibrate the salinity dynamics by
adjusting the fresh river inflow. The barotropic quantities, such
as free surface and depth-averaged velocities are insensitive to
the river flow, while the baroclinic quantities, such as the salinity
and velocity profiles, respond to the river inflow in a complex, non-
monotonic way because the development of stratification is inher-
ently nonlinear.

In summary, this paper shows that high resolution is clearly not
the only answer to obtaining better match between predictions
and observations, particularly for flows in complex macrotidal
estuaries. High resolution increases the range of spatio-temporal
scales that can be simulated, including scales that are influenced
by the nonhydrostatic pressure, and high resolution decreases
the overall discretization error, particularly associated with the
momentum advection scheme. However, subgrid-scale processes
and boundary conditions play a strong role in the dynamics even
with high resolution. This should be of no surprise, considering
that from a fundamental point of view, simulation of flow in an
estuary is a boundary value problem in which the dynamics de-
pends little on the initial conditions but to great extent on the
boundary conditions. The most telling evidence of this is that, in
the present and most typical simulations, the initial free surface
and velocity field are quiescent and the initial salinity field is
grossly oversimplified, but these have virtually no effect on the re-
sults after a few tidal cycles of spinup time. On the other hand,
most of the present work associated with obtaining accurate pre-
dictions is related to boundary conditions, including, in order of
importance, tidal forcing, bottom bathymetry, bottom roughness,
and river inflow. While also important, the turbulence parameter-
ization is secondary because it has the strongest influence on the
stratification dynamics but a weaker influence on the tidal form
and depth-averaged currents. Ultimately, as the grid resolution be-
comes further refined, the dependence of the solution on the tur-
bulence model continues to decrease, until the simulation
effectively becomes a direct numerical simulation. Even with such
exceedingly high grid resolution (which is clearly not tractable
even with the most powerful supercomputers at this time), the
solution will continue to depend to a large extent on accurate spec-
ification of boundary conditions.
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